Now offering especially for:

THE JAPAN-AMERICA SOCIETIES
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN-AMERICA SOCIETIES
Effective until December 27, 2019

Join our Imperial Club International (ICI) free of charge to get the most out of your stay!
Imperial Club Members benefits include, but are not limited to, discounted accommodations, complimentary fitness center pool and sauna usage, and much more!
Please contact your local sales representative for information and enrollment!
TOWER BUILDING (21st-30th FLOORS)
STANDARD ROOM

SINGLE OCCUPANCY ¥27,500  NORMAL RATE ¥50,000

DOUBLE OCCUPANCY ¥27,500  NORMAL RATE ¥50,000

DIMENSIONS 334 SQFT

BED TYPE  TWIN W 43 IN X L 81 IN  
           KING W 71 IN X L 81 IN
MAIN BUILDING (7TH-12TH FLOORS)
SUPERIOR ROOM

SINGLE OCCUPANCY ¥33,000 NORMAL RATE ¥55,000
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY ¥36,000 NORMAL RATE ¥55,000

DIMENSIONS 344 SQFT
BED TYPE TWIN W 43 IN X L 81 IN
KING W 71 IN X L 81 IN
MAIN BUILDING (14th-16th FLOORS)
SUPERIOR ROOM - IMPERIAL FLOOR

SINGLE OCCUPANCY ¥37,000  NORMAL RATE ¥65,000
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY ¥40,000  NORMAL RATE ¥65,000

DIMENSIONS 344 SQFT
BED TYPE  KING W 71 IN X L 81 IN
MAIN BUILDING (14th-16th FLOORS) DELUXE ROOM - IMPERIAL FLOOR

SINGLE OCCUPANCY ¥42,000 NORMAL RATE ¥80,000
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY ¥45,000 NORMAL RATE ¥80,000

DIMENSIONS 452 SQFT

BED TYPE	TWIN W 47 IN X L 81 IN
           KING W 79 IN X L 81 IN
FOR ALL OTHER ACCOMMODATIONS
WE ARE PLEASED TO OFFER A 20% DISCOUNT ON THE APPLICABLE RATES.

ADDITIONAL CHARGE WILL BE APPLIED FOR TRIPLE OCCUPANCY

ABOVE RATES ARE APPLICABLE TO ALL MEMBERS OF JAPAN-AMERICA SOCIETIES.

A 10% SERVICE CHARGE WILL BE ADDED TO ABOVE RATES.
APPLICABLE TAXES WILL BE ADDED TO THAT AMOUNT.

COMPLIMENTARY WI-FI & BOTTLES OF WATER IN ALL GUEST ROOMS

RESERVATIONS SHOULD BE MADE ONLY THROUGH JAPAN-AMERICA SOCIETY OFFICES

PLEASE NOTE: ONCE YOU HAVE MADE INITIAL CONTACT WITH YOUR JAPAN-AMERICA SOCIETY OFFICE ABOUT THIS OFFER, YOU MAY CORRESPOND WITH AN IMPERIAL HOTEL REPRESENTATIVE DIRECTLY FOR FURTHER QUESTIONS AND RESERVATIONS.

RATES ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. ONCE RATES WILL BE APPLIED THEREAFTER.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

NEW YORK SALES OFFICE: NEWYORK@IMPERIALHOTELJP.COM | 212-692-9001

TOKYO RESERVATIONS OFFICE: PHONE: +81-3-3504-1111 | FAX: +81-3-3581-9146

1-1-1 UCHISAIWAICHO, CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO 100-8558, JAPAN

HTTP://WWW.IMPERIALHOTEL.CO.JP/E/

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/IMPERIALHOTELJAPAN